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Abstract Overlay networks employ underlying network
technologies in order to provide end-system related com-
munication and over the years overlays have been getting
more and more attention in research community and in busi-
ness world as well. Since overlays tackle many drawbacks
present in pure “link-router-network” engineering, they have
become an excellent solution for multimedia-oriented appli-
cations. A good example comprises multicast communica-
tions, where an overlay system, in contrast to IP Multicast,
eliminates many issues related to scalability or management
control. This paper focuses on modeling and optimization
of overlay multicast networks aimed at realizing maximum
throughput with survivability constraints, where survivabil-
ity defines the ability of a multicast system to limit poten-
tial throughput losses in case of a failure of single virtual
link. We present linear formulation derived from fractional
tree packing problems based on predefined topologies which
may route multicast traffic. Linear model might be used for
obtaining optimal multicast structures, however its applica-
bility is limited by increasing sizes of networks. Hence, we
also design and evaluate heuristic searches dedicated to op-
timization of maximum flow survivable overlay multicast
networks.
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Multicast system defined for overlay networks uses routing
implemented by end hosts and has already outperformed
IP Multicast during recent years. It derives from the fact
that the overlay architecture for multicast streaming reduces
many pure network layer drawbacks and provides potential
scalability and easy deployment of new protocols indepen-
dent of the network layer solutions and service providers in-
terfaces at relatively low costs. Over the years, a lot of re-
search have been devoted to support overlay multicast and
many protocols for such concepts have been already pro-
posed [3, 5, 27, 28, 37, 38, 46, 49].
Since most of the overlay multicast protocols focus on
providing end-to-end content distribution at given streaming
rate, a significant portion of works on optimization of over-
lay multicast are devoted to satisfy minimum flow costs or
delays and guarantee streaming on given data rates (e.g. [23,
39, 44]). On the other hand, the objective of content distribu-
tion might also consider maximization of system’s through-
put. For example, in [45] the authors employ conceptual
flows and formulate linear program with node capacity con-
straints for maximizing data rate allocation (DRA) and even
though the linear model formulates optimal throughput that
might be achieved globally in the system, it has been already
shown to be impractical in overlay applications with large
scale networks. To deal with this issue, our previous works
proposed slightly different idea which is based on predefined
trees selection [25, 26]. Note that, such a concept is rather
a kind of relaxation of the problem in [45] and the results
provided by our linear approach are not guaranteed to reach
the same optimality level as the DRA, it has been proved to
be an excellent trade-off between result quality and opera-
tional time that is crucial in either real-time or large scale
multicast applications. Additionally, in [24] we consider an
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overlay system that provides survivability against a single
virtual link failure and guarantee limited losses of through-
put in overlay multicast network.
In this paper, we extend our previous work [24] presented
at 3rd International Ultra Modern Telecommunications and
Control Systems and Workshops (ICUMT) Congress, held
in Budapest, Hungary on October 5–7, 2011. The paper de-
voted to survivable maximum flow routing in multicast over-
lays comprised linear models comparison and now, we dis-
cuss maximum flow survivable overlay multicast with pre-
defined routing trees where novelty and main contributions
include design, implementation and evaluation of heuris-
tic and metaheuristic strategies. Since the applicability of
linear-based FST approach might be hindered due to general
reasons in cases the problem instances grow fast in their size,
we propose two types of algorithms: a constructive search—
remaining flow selection strategy—which is based on actual
utility of available routing on predefined trees and three ba-
sic concepts with random-based decisions: random search,
simulated annealing and hybrid search. We compare the ef-
fectiveness of the algorithms in the meanings of result quali-
ties and required computational time as well. In order to find
optimal solutions, if possible, we implement the FST linear
model in CPLEX solver [18].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Next, in
Sect. 2 we illustrate fundamental differences between two
basic multicast approaches: network layer located and pure
overlay. In Sect. 3, we briefly refer to state of the art in mod-
eling of overlay multicast networks with maximum flows
and survivability issues that might be applied to such sys-
tems. Section 4 embraces linear models based on fractional
spanning tree packing with various interpretations of surviv-
ability devoted to limit potential losses of multicast through-
put while a single link failure appears. Three different in-
terpretations of survivability are presented. First, disjointed
spanning tree constraints limits the utilization of trees with
common overlay arcs or edges. Second, overlay links are
virtually capacitated in order to balance flows and limit their
usage. And finally, relative survivability factor is introduced.
The factor bounds overlay arcs or edges traffic in accor-
dance to already achieved multicast flows. The formulations
comprise polynomial number of variable and constraints as
well. In Sect. 6, we focus on two latter survivability ver-
sions and various optimization algorithms are presented. We
start with random search algorithm which randomly allo-
cates flows, next, simulated annealing which improves pure
random search is described. Then we describe remaining
flow selection strategy that uses no random-driven decisions
in its operations. Finally, hybrid search is shown. The algo-
rithm uses both remaining flow selection strategy and local
search performed in a random way. All search techniques are
accompanied with their pseudocodes, we also present pseu-
docodes of algorithms which are crucial subsystems of the
main search approaches.
2 Overlay multicast system
Multicast network technique delivers information to a group
of destinations simultaneously and two basic multicast ap-
proaches might be distinguished. Network layer multicast is
realized by routers inside the network: data packets are repli-
cated at routers (Fig. 1). The mostly developed and well dis-
cussed approach for network level multicast was proposed
by Deering and Cheriton about two decades ago [11] and is
known as IP Multicast. This architecture implements multi-
cast functionality in the IP layer, and from the network flows
view, it is the most efficient way to perform group data dis-
tribution because packet replication is reduced to the mini-
mum. However, deployment of IP Multicast is limited and
hindered due to several sorts of reasons [13] including ad-
dressing schemes, scalability or dynamics of the routing ar-
chitecture and finally, IP-based multicast development is far
from being globally and widely deployed.
Alternative multicast technique slightly revolutionizes
multicast-based communication and tackles some problems
of network-aware IP Multicast by expanding end-system
multicast [9, 10, 36, 47] and using overlay based systems
Fig. 1 Multicast flow visualization example in IP Multicast network-aware system (left) and overlay based multicast (right)
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has become popular approach for multicast. In general, in-
stead of IP routers, participating users actively contribute
their upload bandwidth capacities to serve other peers in the
same streaming session by forwarding their available con-
tent. Peers form and maintain a logical overlay multicast
structure for efficient data transmission. Physical realization
of the logical links is performed as sets of directed unicasts,
mostly using well-defined IP unicast communication. Since
the overlay multicast utilizes the same network link multi-
ple times, it is less efficient than IP Multicast in terms of
network redundancy. But eventually, overlay multicast has
been outperforming IP Multicast during recent years.
3 Related works
In the beginning, it is worth investigating the general track of
modeling of maximum flows in overlay multicast networks.
We would refer to Grötschel et al. [17] and the problem of
packing Steiner trees. Although the problem is well justi-
fied in graphtheoretic meaning, it does not really fit flow
maximization in overlay multicast. First of all, the authors
focus on finding a given number of Steiner trees in a graph
with limited edge capacities, hence they try to pack some
trees instead of packing as much trees as possible (maxi-
mization). Moreover, capacity conditions limit the number
of trees using the same edge and no other flows than logical
{0,1} might be assigned to the trees. Even though we could
reformulate the problem in order to find maximum possible
number of such trees, overlays comprising only end-hosts
require rather spanning trees which are just a special case of
Steiner tree.
Contrary to the packing Steiner tree, where trees are as-
sumed to carry binary flows, in [4] Barahona already dis-
cusses the problem of packing spanning trees, where each
spanning tree is assigned with non-negative weight, so that
the sum of the weights over all trees is maximized and ca-
pacity of any edge cannot be exceeded by the sum of the
weights of the trees containing it. However, the weights
might represent flows (and also might satisfy aspects of net-
work coding), the problem takes into account edge capacity
constraints instead of node capacity constraints. Moreover,
the size of the basic problem strongly depends on the num-
ber of spanning trees to be assigned, and according to the
Cayley’s formula [7], number of spanning trees in a given
graph can reach V V −2 for a complete graph with V ver-
texes.
In accordance to aforementioned works, Garg et al. [16]
formulate bandwidth maximization problems in multicast
streaming data. Authors of [16] refer to end-host based sys-
tem in which users are connected via network with routers,
where end-host may replicate the stream while routers only
forward the data. This concept may be applied to multilay-
ered network rather than pure overlays. The problems con-
cern unsplittable and splittable cases. The former is defined
as whether it is possible to construct a multicast tree of band-
width not less than the given value. Such a problem is proved
to be NP-complete. Splittable version of the problem allows
the multicast stream to be divided into substreams, and its
formulation is derived from packing Steiner trees proposed
in [20]. Jain et al. [20] define their objective as finding the
maximum number of edge-disjoint Steiner trees in a given
graph and also present a fractional version of the problem.
However, both paper assume edge capacity constrains on
undirected links.
Approaching the theorem of information flows, Ahlswede
et al. [1], Koetter et al. [22] and Li et al. [29] show that net-
work coding may resolve conflicts in case some flows di-
rected to various receivers share links in the network. Con-
sequently, an achievable multicast rate for the entire mul-
ticast transmission is limited to the data rate that might be
accomplished from the source to every end-user indepen-
dently. Since maximum unicast flows can be found in poly-
nomial time (see, e.g. [2]), maximum multicast flows can be
achieved by applying max unicast flow algorithms per each
destination. Following the conclusion, in [30] authors for-
mulate a linear model of throughput maximization in mul-
ticast networks. The formulation uses Kirchoff-based flow
conservation constraints and undirected links with edge ca-
pacities for which upload and download exploit the same
link resources simultaneously. Although, from the over-
lay system perspective end-hosts are usually connected via
DSL-based links which distinguish directions of the net-
work traffic, the flow conservation requirements provide the
linear model with a polynomial number of variables and
constraints.
Similar approach to [30] is shown by Wu and Li in [45].
The authors employ conceptual flows and formulate linear
programs with both edge and node capacity constraints for
maximizing data rate allocation in overlay systems. Node
capacity constraints are already modeled by both uplink and
downlink access connection limits separately.
Linear programs derived from information flows with
flow conservation yield optimal data rate allocation on over-
lay links, which specifies how much flow is to be routed
through each link. A new question which appears then, is
how to determine the content of these flows. Having op-
timal flows assigned to overlay links, Sanders et al. [35],
Jaggi et al. [19] or Wang et al. [43] address the problem
of actual flow allocation by assigning network codes. Such
techniques require capability of nodes to perform efficient
encoding and decoding operations, and even though there
have been already proposed some polynomial time algo-
rithms that design network codes to allocate actual flows,
the use of re-encoding incurs a higher processing complex-
ity at the nodes, which is less desirable from a practical
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standpoint. Corresponding to a fundamental theorem of Ed-
monds [14], in case all nodes other than the source are des-
tinations, the cut bound can be achieved by routing, there-
fore we do not need considering network coding in order
to achieve the highest possible throughput when the overlay
multicast system consists of a source and a set of end-hosts
that can only replicate and forward received streams. How-
ever, the question of actual flows assignment still requires
being addressed.
Therefore, referring to packing spanning or Steiner trees
problems [4, 20], our previous works formulated fractional
spanning trees problems dedicated to routing maximization
in pure overlay multicast systems with node capacity con-
straints [25, 26]. These formulations incorporate a set of
predefined routing trees. Considering such approaches with
a given subset of trees that can be used, maximum possible
flows might not reach volume as same as the volume that
can be achieved globally, however achievable flow assign-
ment is consistent without requirements of using additional
techniques other than routing and flow allocation. Eventu-
ally, fractional spanning tree based approach is still a reason-
able method that provides relative trade-off between compu-
tational time and result quality simultaneously.
3.1 Survivability aspects
Since state-of-the-art on network survivability are mainly
focused on modeling and optimization of network-aware
systems with unicast or anycast flows (e.g. [8, 33, 34, 42])
we are rather interested in pure overlays and multicast com-
munication. Nevertheless, most of previous research on sur-
vivable overlay multicasting concentrates on the issues re-
lated to either special coding or providing many disjoint par-
ents for each receiver. In addition, the path diversity is usu-
ally reduced to an assumption that the set of ancestors of a
node in each tree should be as disjoint as possible [6, 31,
32].
The authors of [15] propose a proactive tree recovery
mechanism. The objective is to make the overlay multicast
resilient to peer failures. Simulations are applied to show
that the proactive approach can recover from node failures
much faster than reactive methods.
Eventually, a summary review is provided by Yang et
al. [48] who present a survey of overlay multicast resilient
approaches and classify them based on overlay topology de-
sign and error-resilient control approaches. However, over-
lay multicast techniques either do not allow optimization or
consider only service continuity without aspects of through-
put maximization.
In [40] Walkowiak presents a novel approach to surviv-
ability of overlay multicasting which aims at providing a
completely survivable multicast routing by employing at
least two multicast trees that carry the same copies of the
content. The optimization objective is twofold, streaming
cost and system throughput. Walkowiak formulates linear-
based model and tackles the question of how additional sur-
vivability constraints guaranteeing failure-disjoint trees in-
fluence the routing cost and throughput of the peer-to-peer
based multicasting system. In the paper, survivability defi-
nition concerns failures of the following network elements:
overlay link, upstream node and ISP link. In the case of the
overlay link failure, a pair of peers is disconnected. If there
was a transfer on this link, some downstream nodes are af-
fected by the failure. The second failure, uploading node
failure, impacts all successors of the failed peer in the tree.
Therefore, it is substantial to provide protection against fail-
ures of nodes that have some children. Leaf node failure af-
fects only this one node. Eventually, overlay multicasting is
usually used in the Internet, which consists of many ISP op-
erators. Each peer is connected to a particular ISP. A failure
of cross ISP link means, that all overlay links between peers
of one ISP and peers of the second ISP are not available.
In [41] Walkowiak and Przewozniczek extend [40] and
formulate survivable P2P multicasting with the streaming
cost objective and propose algorithm for this novel problem.
However, the survivability concerns protection methods im-
plemented by redundancy and no other technique than linear
approach for survivable multicast overlay with throughput
maximization is given.
Next, in our previous work [24] we focus on slightly
different survivability interpretation, namely we limit pos-
sible losses instead of guaranteeing redundant flows. The
advantage of such a concept comprises providing higher
data rates in the network, but every failure implies some
data losses. In this work, two various linear approaches to
overlay multicast flow maximization with survivability as-
pects are compared. The first is based on a generic data rate
allocation, whereas following the aforementioned fact on
fractional spanning tree based routing, the second uses pre-
defined routing trees. Survivability constraints include dis-
jointed trees where overlay links might be used in a given
number of trees, virtual capacities on overlay links applied
directly and relative link capacities that depend on overall
achieved flow.
This paper extends [24] and four basic searches are de-
signed and evaluated in functions of various versions of sur-
vivability in overlay multicast systems with a set of prede-
fined routing trees.
4 Modeling: a linear approach
We consider an overlay system and the problem of informa-
tion multicasting, when every user participating in the sys-
tem obtains exactly the same amount of data from a single
source.
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Before discussing survivability constraints, we present an
overlay multicast tree packing problem based on a set of
predefined multicast spanning trees. In contrast to a generic
version of the problem of an optimal data rate allocation in
overlay multicast systems (e.g. [45]), here the linear formu-
lation consists of a single set of variables representing data
rates assigned to each overlay multicast tree.
We assume that multicast stream can be split into sev-
eral separate substreams which might be illustrated as sep-
arate spanning trees rooted in the same vertex. Such a con-
cept provides load in the network is balanced and users’ re-
sources are utilized in more effective way. Based on frac-
tional Steiner tree packing problem proposed in [20] and
overall discussion on packing spanning trees in [4], we em-
ploy a special case of trees packing by applying features of
overlay networks in order to maximize multicast throughput
in such systems. In contrary to Steiner tree packing and dis-
cussions covered in [4, 20], we address the problem of over-
lay multicasting comprising spanning trees (without Steiner
nodes) with node capacity constraints instead of link capac-
ity constraints.
The basic formulation includes a predefined set of trees
t ∈ {1,2, . . . , T } and a corresponding set of variables rt ,
which describes flow allocated to tree t . The following ver-
sion of a problem comprises trees represented by vector β
which contains number of children of every node in each
tree t . The problem is to find a maximal throughput assign-
ment to predefined trees regarding available capacities of
participants’ access links. Every tree t represents a fractional
multicast stream. Note that the vector β does not define an
exact topology of every tree (actual arcs in the tree cannot be
resolved) but such a tree representation is sufficient in order
to formulate node capacity constraints and overlay multicast
flows.
Fractional Spanning Tree Packing Problem (FST)
indices
i, j = 1,2, . . . , V overlay nodes
t = 1,2, . . . , T predefined trees
constants (additional)
s source, root node (s ∈ {1,2, . . . , V })
ui upload capacity limit of node i
dj download capacity limit of node j
βti number of i’s children in tree t ; 0 if i is a leaf
variable




















The objective function (1) maximizes summarized through-
put of all fractional streams assigned to multicast spanning
trees spread among V nodes with a single source of the con-
tent s. Next, node capacity constraints are introduced and
each node i can neither contribute to the system exceeding
its upload capacity nor download more than its download
limit. Constraints (2) formulate upload limit based on avail-
able upload capacities ui of every node in the system. Note
that node i is a parent node in tree t , it uploads content of
size rt exactly βti times. Therefore i’s total upload given by∑
t βtirt cannot exceed its upload limit ui . By analogy to
upload bound (2), a set of constraints (3) is introduced in or-
der to guarantee download limits of nodes are not surpassed.
Basically, the download limit expresses that
∑
t rt cannot be
greater than di , for every i. However, taking into account
the overlay system, where all overlay nodes are connected
to all trees, the actual throughput
∑
t rt is restricted not to
exceed the minimal download limit di among all overlay
nodes (argmini =s{di}). Since we consider the system where
source node s only uploads the content, the download ca-
pacity limit of s is not taken into consideration in this flow
allocation problem. Moreover, a source’s upload limit af-
fects the total throughput
∑
t rt to be less or equal than us ,
i.e. all flows originate from root node s and the root cannot
produce more throughput than its available upload limit us .
Finally, a minimum value among argmini =s{di} or us limits
overall throughput packed into the multicast system. In such
a way a number of constraints that corresponds to the overall
flow in the system is decreased to exactly one.
Note that in the abovementioned formulation all variables
rt may take both, continuous or integer values. While conti-
nuity of variables is not directly applicable in a majority of
real networks, the models can serve as continuous relaxation
for actual models, often used in algorithm development and
as approximations.
5 Survivability constraints
Survivability as well as robustness are quite relative terms
describing overall capability of the system to be resilient
against specific types of failures and there are a lot of metrics
for either expressing or designate robustness (e.g. [12]). In
this part, we focus on survivability issues dedicated to over-
lay multicast system. The models express the overlay multi-
cast system with survivability that limits potential losses of
achievable throughput in case a single overlay link failure
occurs.
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5.1 Disjointed fractional trees
We assume a survivable overlay-based multicast topology to
be relatively resilient against a single virtual (overlay) link
failure, i.e., even in a case of link failure some of the flow
can be still received by balancing it among various multicast
trees and providing relatively disjointed substreams. Since a
given vector β does not define an exact topology of a tree,
overlay link-oriented survivability formulation requires a set
of parent-relation constants. Here we formulate πti to define
a parent node of i in tree t . Having πti then, actual topology
of a multicast tree is unambiguously determined.
Fractional Spanning Tree Packing Problem with Link
Disjoint Constraints
constants (additional)
D limit of common overlay links
πti parent node of i in tree t
Mt maximum throughput of tree t
variables (additional)
zt = 1, if tree t is selected to form multicast topology;




zt ≤ D ∀i, ∀j : j = i, j = s (4)
rt ≤ Mtzt ∀t (5)
The simplest version of survivability constraints refers to
limitation of using the same overlay link in different trees.
The left-hand side of (4) is a number of chosen trees in
which arc (i, j) is used and it cannot be greater than given
limit D. Note that condition (5) is obligatory to provide rt to
be consistent, i.e. in Eq. (5), throughput bound Mt connects
between rt and zt . In case zt = 0, tree t cannot be assigned
with any positive traffic (which implies rt = 0), otherwise rt
cannot be greater than the maximum possible throughput of











The upper bound of throughput of tree t (Mt ) depends on
either the minimal download limit of any node different
than source s (a tree cannot realize more throughput than
argmini =s di ) or upload limit of parent node i divided into
number of its children.
Since we consider substream topology is based on a di-
rected graph where actual flows are directed from parent to
children nodes, arcs may be assumed to be asymmetric, i.e.
overlay arc (i, j ) differs from an overlay connection (j, i).
This assumption remains true for real systems in which sep-
arate logical arcs might be realized on completely different
paths through the physical network. Thus, we can narrow
survivability meaning with regard to limit the use of overlay






zt ≤ D ∀i < V, ∀j > i (7)
where a solution is guaranteed to avoid more than D trees
with common link including arcs in both directions either
(i, j ) or (j, i).
Such a set of survivability constraints cannot be easily ap-
plied to a generic version of data rate allocation in overlay
systems because the formulation does not consider actual
multicast flow allocation and dividing the content into sev-
eral separate substreams realized on multiple various span-
ning trees will require additional techniques if this formula-
tion is employed. Therefore, disjointed fractional trees con-
straints modeling survivability aspects in overlay multicast
systems aimed at flow maximization is a domain of FST for-
mulation.
5.2 Survivable flow redistribution: direct approach
Constraints (4) and (7) are related to quantity of links (arcs)
with assigned throughput and ensure the overlay multicast
system to be relatively robust against single link failure,
i.e. in case an arc (edge) fails, at most D trees are elim-
inated from carrying the throughput (in the global mean-
ing, i.e. even if some nodes still receive all flows injected
by the source, from the system point of view, such a mul-
ticast throughput is not provided for all users). However, it
is not defined how much throughput was assigned to failed
trees and it is possible to lose most of designated throughput
even if a single arc fails. Therefore, we propose quantity-of-
throughput based survivable system which is characterized
by limited data rates that can be realized via single overlay
arc. Let D∗ to be maximum throughput that might be carried
between two adjacent nodes, then survivability is expressed
by the following equations:
∑
t :πtj=i






rt ≤ D∗ ∀i < V, ∀j > i (9)
where (8) constraints the total throughput in all trees on
arc from i to j not to exceed D∗, whereas (9) ensure D∗-
survivability considering both directions of virtual link i − j
simultaneously.
In such a way, a single link failure may lead to traffic
losses of volume D∗ (e.g. kbps, pps). As long as a value
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of D∗ is given administratively and it is not related to total
throughput in the system, in extreme cases the breakdown
of arc traversed by throughput of D∗ might cause significant
loss of carried traffic. To tackle this potential drawback, we
propose a concept of relative survivability.
5.3 Survivable flow redistribution: relative approach
To model a scenario with relative survivability and robust-
ness against virtual link failures in overlay multicast sys-
tems, an additional survivability factor Ω is introduced. It
describes a relation between the total throughput achieved
in the system and the throughput that can be realized by a















rt ∀i < V, ∀j > i (11)
where Ω is selected between 0 and 1. The idea of relative
survivability guarantees only Ω fraction of total data rate
might be lost in case of a single link failure. Note that the
constraints do not require using of auxiliary binary variables
z as in disjointed fractional trees formulation.
Consequently, survivability constants might be link-
dependent and defined by Dij , D∗ij or Ωij . In case some
features of overlay arcs are rather certain or known in ad-
vance, the specialized constants lead to describe the system
in more precise way with applying, e.g. different importance
of arcs. Moreover, these constants, if set to 0, could define
overlay bottlenecks or connections that cannot be realized
in overlay system.
6 Heuristic and metaheuristic algorithms
In general, the performance of linear programming tech-
niques may not often reach acceptable computational time
while the size of the problem instance increases. In order
to solve the maximum flow survivable overlay multicast
with predefined routing trees with some result quality in
reasonable time, we propose heuristic and metaheuristic al-
gorithms. We begin with the version of the problem which
comprises arc and edges survivability constraints defined in
a direct way.
6.1 Random search
Random Search (RS) listed as Algorithm 1, is mostly ran-
domized algorithm. It initializes a set of available trees T ∗
with given T spanning trees and a global variable dmin rep-
resents minimum available download limit among all re-
ceivers (line 3). Next, every overlay arc (i, j ) is assigned
Algorithm 1 Random Search
1: procedure RANDOMSEARCH(V,T ,u, d, s,β,π,D∗)
2: T ∗ ← T  initialization
3: dmin ← argmin(d)
4: for all i ≤ V − 1 do
5: for all j > i do
6: xij ← D∗
7: xji ← D∗
8: end for
9: end for
10: for all t ∈ T ∗ do
11: rmaxt ← MaximumFlow(t, x,u, dmin,β,π)
12: rt ← 0
13: end for
14: while T ∗ = ∅ do  random assignment
15: t ← SelectRandomTree(T ∗)
16: r∗t ← AssignRandomFlow()
17: rt ← rt + r∗t
18: for all i do  system state update
19: ui ← ui − βtir∗t
20: xπti =s i ← xπti i − r∗t
21: end for
22: dmin ← dmin − r∗t
23: for all t ∈ T ∗ do
24: rmaxt ← MaximumFlow(t, x,u, dmin,β,π)
25: if rmaxt = 0 then





by its maximum obtainable flow. Regarding a survivability
value D∗ per each arc, auxiliary variables xij are initialized
with D∗ (lines 4–9). Last part of initialization sets actual
flow variables rt to 0, and rmaxt as maximum possible flow
that can be realized via each tree t ∈ T ∗ separately. Proce-
dure MaximumFlow takes into account a topology of the
tree, available upload and download limits of every overlay
node and actual flow realized on every arc. Main loop of
the RS algorithm (lines 14–29) performs random flow as-
signments to randomly selected routing trees. Until the set
of available trees T ∗ is not empty, RS chooses t in a ran-
dom way (line 15) and determines a flow value r∗t to be
assigned to tree t (line 16). Next, rt is increased by r∗t .
Note that r∗t is not greater than rmaxt . When new through-
put has been assigned to an overlay multicast, the system
requires update. Two for loops in lines 18–28 update state
of the overlay system as follows: upload limits of each node
i are decreased by already assigned flow r∗t times number
of i’s children βti (e.g. if i is a leaf and βti equals to 0,
its ui remains unchanged), actual arcs flows are updated
as well and having πti as a parent node of i, xπti =s i rep-
resents flows on arc to i from its parent in tree t . In line 22,
the download limit is updated. Since all nodes other than
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source s receive the same flow in every tree, only a sin-
gle variable representing minimum allowable download is
maintained.
Next, remaining flows rmaxt are amended and finally the
available routing trees set T ∗ is revised in order to comprise
only trees with rmaxt greater than 0. Note that rmaxt gets 0
in case either xji reaches 0 and t uses arc (j, i) or available
upload limit ui equals to 0 and node i is not a leaf in tree t
or dmin is 0. In the latter case, there are no more trees with
positive rmaxt .
6.1.1 Maximum flow procedure
Procedure MaximumFlow (Algorithm 2) computes remain-
ing flow that can be realized via multicast tree t . Basically,
such a flow depends on available upload and download ca-
pacities of overlay nodes. The first loop of the procedure
(lines 3–7) specifies a minimum value of upload umin among
all parent nodes in t . Note that, umin is a subject to ui of
node i and its children number βti . The second loop in
lines 8–12 compares actual arc utilization given by vari-
ables x. If an arc can carry flow x related to survivability
constraints less than actual umin, umin updates to x. Maxi-
mumFlow requires at most 2V − 2 operations in the worst
case, where V − 1 nodes are parents. In order to improve
computational effectiveness, input vector u might refer to
nodes which are parents in t (βti > 0).
Algorithm 2 Maximum Flow
1: procedure MAXIMUMFLOW(t, x, u, dmin,β,π )
2: umin ← argmin(u)
3: for all i : βti > 0 do
4: if umin > ui/βti then
5: umin ← ui/βti
6: end if
7: end for
8: for all i = s do
9: if umin > xπti i then
10: umin ← xπti i
11: end if
12: end for
13: return argmin(umin, dmin)
14: end procedure
6.2 Simulated annealing
In this part, we present a different generic probabilistic
metaheuristic. Simulated Annealing (SA) also uses random-
based movements, however it extends Random Search by
defining neighborhood and providing a probabilistic deci-
sion which might allow avoiding its local minimum trap.
This technique, initially proposed by Kirkpatrick [21], de-
rives its name from mimicking the process in metallurgy,
where atoms in a metal create various structures when its
heated and then slowly cooled. In the end the structure of
the metal has an optimal energy configuration. Generally,
while SA cannot guarantee finding the optimum solution, it
can often find a very good solution, even in the presence of
large scale instances. For the problem of multicast flow as-
signment based on predefined multicast trees SA algorithm
is likely to outperform pure RS approach in case no surviv-
ability constraints are applied [25]. Following this conclu-
sion we design SA dedicated to solving such a problem with
these additional conditions.
A pseudocode of the SA is presented in listing of Al-
gorithm 3. Except of system’s topology parameters, addi-
tional variables τ , α and τmin are essential in annealing-
based method. Initial temperature τ is gradually decreased
by so-called cooling factor 0 < α < 1 in each iteration.
The algorithm stops working after reaching τmin thresh-
old.
In the beginning, simulated annealing sets its initial so-
lution flow rt and system state comprising remaining up-
load (ui ), download (dmin) limits and actual arc flows xij in
a pure random way (line 2). This initial solution becomes
best known solution and is saved in vector rbest (line 3).
Starting from line 4, annealing process begins. Until τ is
high enough, rn, un, dn and xn represent flow, overlay
nodes upload and download limits and remaining arc flows
of neighbor solution, respectively. Next, set T ∗ in lines 9–
14 is initialized with multicast trees that carry non-zero
flow.
6.2.1 Neighborhood
In the next step, simulated annealing searches for a neigh-
bor of the solution which is a new solution of the problem
produced after altering the given state in the following way.
Considering set T ∗, a new set T ∗n consisting of randomly
selected trees from T ∗ is created (line 15). Therefore T ∗n in-
cludes trees, which flows are to be modified. In line 17, r∗t
gets random value of thorughput to be removed from tree t
and next, to line 23 all system parameters of the neighbor
solution are updated. Lines 25–27 actualize maximum re-
maining flow of every tree t among all predefined trees. Af-
ter removing random flows from multicast trees, T ∗ requires
updating which is performed in lines 28–33. In the next
loop (34–49), new flows are assigned to the neighbor so-
lution. Basically, it is performed as same as Random Search
works, however consecutive trees selected from set T ∗ are
subject to having a maximum value of remaining throughput
rmaxt (line 35).
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Algorithm 3 Simulated Annealing
1: procedure SA(V,T ,u, d, s, β,π,D∗, τ,α, τmin)
2: r, x,u, d ← RandomSearch(V,T ,u, d, s, β,π,D∗)
3: rbest ← r
4: while τ > τmin do  annealing process
5: un ← u
6: dn ← d
7: xn ← x
8: rn ← r
9: T ∗ ← ∅
10: for all t ∈ T do
11: if rnt > 0 then
12: T ∗ ← T ∗ ∪ t
13: end if
14: end for
15: T ∗n ← SelectRandomTrees(T ∗)  neighborhood
16: for all t ∈ T ∗n do
17: r∗t ← SelectRandomFlow()
18: rnt ← rnt − r∗t
19: for all i do
20: uni ← uni + βti r∗t
21: xnπti =s i ← xnπti i + r∗t
22: end for
23: dnmin ← dnmin + r∗t
24: end for
25: for all t ∈ T do
26: rmaxt ← MaximumFlow(t, xn,un, dnmin,β,π)
27: end for
28: T ∗ ← ∅
29: for all t ∈ T do
30: if rnt > 0 then
31: T ∗ ← T ∗ ∪ t
32: end if
33: end for
34: while T ∗ = ∅ do  neighbor assignment
35: t ← MaxRemainingThroughputTree(T ∗)
36: r∗t ← AssignRandomFlow()
37: rnt ← rnt + r∗t
38: for all i do  system state update
39: uni ← uni − βti r∗t
40: xnπti =s i ← xnπti i − r∗t
41: end for
42: dnmin ← dnmin − r∗t
43: for all t ∈ T ∗ do
44: rmaxt ← MaximumFlow(t, x,u, dmin,β,π)
45: if rmaxt = 0 then




50: E ← ∑t rnt −
∑
t rt
51: if e Eτ > random(0,1) then  acceptance
52: r ← rn
53: u ← un
54: d ← dn








57: rbest ← r
58: end if
59: end if




Having a neighbor solution rn of r , the SA examines a dif-
ference between utility functions defined as E = ∑t rnt −∑
t rt (line 50) and accepts the transition from the r to rn
with probability given by e
E
τ (line 51), where τ is a global
time-varying temperature. Note that, if the neighbor pro-
vides better multicast performance (∑t rnt >
∑
t rt ), e
E
τ
is greater than 1, thus better solution is always accepted.
On the other hand, since e
E
τ is invariably positive, there is
still possibility of changing the solution with worse one. The







t rt and temperature τ is high enough, i.e.
for higher values of τ , the acceptance probability grows.
Such a feature prevents the method from becoming stuck
at algorithm’s local minimum.
6.3 Remaining flow selection strategy
Remaining Flow Selection Strategy (RFSS) heuristic con-
structively packs flows on trees which are selected in accor-
dance to their actual and remaining throughput and number
of parent nodes as well. This approach does not rely on any
probabilistic decision and returns always the same solution
for every instance of the problem. Algorithm 4 illustrates a
pseudocode of the RFSS. An additional parameter which is
required by RFSS is δ representing percentage proportion of
maximum available flow that is assigned to selected routing
trees.
The algorithm is initialized in the same fashion as RS,
i.e. a set of trees T ∗ contains all predefined trees, dmin rep-
resents minimum available download capacity limit among
all receivers, variables x correspond to available flow per
each overlay link, rmaxt is computed regarding Algorithm 2.
Consecutive flow assignment is performed in loop 14–33.
In contrary to random-based tree selection, here, tree t is
chosen in correspondence to some logic comprising re-
maining throughput that can be assigned (rmaxt ), through-
put that is already assigned (rt ) and a number of parents
in the tree (∑i (βti > 0)). The strategy of tree selection
(SelectTree) is described in details in a pseudocode of
Algorithm 5. After selecting a suitable t in line 15, the RFSS
computes r∗t as an δ portion of total available rmaxt . Such a
strategy prevents the system resources from being exhausted
too early (if rmaxt is assigned directly) and provides reason-
able number of steps while throughput is allocated. In order
to avoid infinite loops, a parameter 	 is defined as a mini-
mum possible flow to be assigned. Allocating a new flow re-
quires system update (lines 22–32), where T ∗ contains only
routing trees with non-zero rmaxt .
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Algorithm 4 Remaining Flow Selection Strategy
1: procedure RFSS(V,T ,u, d, s,β,π,D∗, δ)
2: T ∗ ← T  initialization
3: dmin ← argmin(d)
4: for all i ≤ V − 1 do
5: for all j > i do
6: xij ← D∗
7: xji ← D∗
8: end for
9: end for
10: for all t ∈ T ∗ do
11: rmaxt ← MaximumFlow(t, x,u, dmin,β,π)
12: rt ← 0
13: end for
14: while T ∗ = ∅ do  flow assignment
15: t ← SelectTree(T ∗, r, rmax,β)
16: if rmaxt < 	 then
17: r∗t ← rmaxt
18: else
19: r∗t ← δrmaxt
20: end if
21: rt ← rt + r∗t
22: for all i do  system state update
23: ui ← ui − βtir∗t
24: xπti =s i ← xπti i − r∗t
25: end for
26: dmin ← dmin − r∗t
27: for all t ∈ T ∗ do
28: rmaxt ← MaximumFlow(t, x,u, dmin,β,π)
29: if rmaxt = 0 then





Algorithm 5 Select Tree
1: procedure SELECTTREE(T ∗, r, rmax,β)
2: rm ← argmax(rmax )
3: T m ← 0
4: for all t ∈ T ∗ do
5: if rmaxt = rm then
6: T m ← T m ∪ t
7: end if
8: end for
9: tx ← t ∈ T m : argmin(rt /∑i (βti > 0))
return tx
10: end procedure
The most important part of the Remaining Flow Selec-
tion Strategy is SelectTree procedure (Algorithm 5). It
starts from setting its internal variable rm equals to max-
imum rmax of all trees in T ∗ (line 2). Next, it examines
every tree in order to find all multicast trees from T ∗ with
rmaxt = rm (lines 4–8). At this stage, T m includes all trees
with equal and maximum remaining throughput. Finally,
among all trees in T m, SelectTree chooses the one with
minimum value of actual throughput divided into number
of parents in the tree (line 3). Such a selection technique
provides the procedure with picking trees either with small
value of rt (and balancing the flow among many separate
trees since it prefers trees with small throughput realized
on them) or with large number of nodes that have pre-
decessors (in order to limit possible losses of nodes up-
load capacities). Since rmaxt is derived from x and node
capacity limits, SelectTree procedure does not require
such input parameters other than the presented in the pseu-
docode.
6.4 Hybrid search
Hybrid Search (HS) consists of two basic steps. In the be-
ginning HS uses Remaining Flow Selection Strategy in or-
der to provide initial feasible solution. Next, it reallocates
the flow in a random way. Listing of Algorithm 6 shows a
pseudocode of the Hybrid Search. In line 2, a start solution
is determined by using RFSS with δ parameter. In the sec-
ond part of the procedure (starting from line 3), the HS rear-
ranges this initial throughput allocation to allow its conver-
gence to maximum flows. Note that, except of overlay net-
work topology, δ required by RFSS, an additional parameter
ι must be guaranteed as an input to the HS. This parameter
is an integral value and represents a number of trials where
the rearrangement part of the algorithm may not improve its
current solution. In such a way, ι determines a condition of
finishing of the Hybrid Search. Till line 13, the algorithm
prepares auxiliary variables that represent initial solution to
be rearranged. Then a set T ∗ contains all trees with non-zero
traffic being allocated. In line 14 SelectRandomTrees
creates a new set T ∗n by choosing randomly some trees from
T ∗. This step is equivalent to neighborhood selection in sim-
ulated annealing, where flows on all trees in a new set T ∗n
are supposed to be modified. Next, in loop 16–25 random
flows are subtracted from trees of T ∗n and an internal vari-
able y tracks total reduced throughput (line 24). Since then,
some upload as well as download limits and available over-
lay links capacities increase, therefore a new set of possible
flow allocation appears. In lines 30–34 a set T ∗ is prepared.
T ∗ comprises trees of which maximum available data rate
rmaxt is greater than total throughput subtracted in the pre-
vious step (y). In case T ∗ = ∅, the previous solution might
be improved by at least rmaxt − y. Next, until T ∗ = ∅, the
flows are reallocated in a random way (lines 35–50). Finally,
based on a simple result comparison in line 51, a new solu-
tion is saved as the best solution found and if the random
rearrangement process has not improved the current solu-
tion, ι decreases in line 57. The HS stops working after ι
reaches 0.
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Algorithm 6 Hybrid Search
1: procedure HYBRIDSEARCH(V,T ,u, d, s, β,π,D∗, δ, ι)
2: r, x,u, d ← RFSS(V,T ,u, d, s, β,π,D∗, δ)
3: while ι > 0 do
4: un ← u
5: dn ← d
6: xn ← x
7: rn ← r
8: T ∗ ← ∅
9: for all t ∈ T do
10: if rnt > 0 then
11: T ∗ ← T ∗ ∪ t
12: end if
13: end for
14: T ∗n ← SelectRandomTrees(T ∗)
15: y ← 0
16: for all t ∈ T ∗n do  flow substraction
17: r∗t ← SelectRandomFlow()
18: rnt ← rnt − r∗t
19: for all i do
20: uni ← uni + βti r∗t
21: xnπti =s i ← xnπti i + r∗t
22: end for
23: dnmin ← dnmin + r∗t
24: y ← y + r∗t
25: end for
26: for all t ∈ T do
27: rmaxt ← MaximumFlow(t, xn,un, dnmin,β,π)
28: end for
29: T ∗ ← ∅
30: for all t ∈ T do
31: if rmaxt > y then
32: T ∗ ← T ∗ ∪ t
33: end if
34: end for
35: while T ∗ = ∅ do  flow rearrangement
36: t ← SelectRandomTree(T ∗)
37: r∗t ← AssignRandomFlow()
38: rnt ← rnt + r∗t
39: for all i do  system state update
40: uni ← uni − βti r∗t
41: xnπti =s i ← xnπti i − r∗t
42: end for
43: dnmin ← dnmin − r∗t
44: for all t ∈ T ∗ do
45: rmaxt ← MaximumFlow(t, x,u, dmin,β,π)
46: if rmaxt = 0 then











52: r ← rn
53: u ← un
54: d ← dn
55: x ← xn
56: else





All aforementioned algorithms with their listings present
versions for arc-oriented survivability. While considering
edge-defined survivability, actual flows in one direction af-
fect usability of the edge in the opposite direction, compare
constraints (4) and (7), (8) and (9), (10) and (11). In such a
way, every heuristic or metaheuristic requires a simple mod-
ification. For instance in random search, line 20 is extended
with an additional condition and instead of
20: xπti =s i = xπti i − r∗t
there is reciprocity as follows:
20: xπti =s i = xπti i − r∗t
21: xi =sπti = xiπti − r∗t
where r∗t represents traffic currently added to tree t and xπti i
is an arc to i from its parent πti , thus xiπti is an arc from i to
πti . Note that, if any positive flow is allocated to arc (i, πti )
in tree t it may not affect its opposite direction in practice,
in case other trees do not contain arc (πti ,i).
Similarly, SA, RFSS and HS are modified.
6.6 Relative throughput survivability
Previous subsections cover algorithms dedicated to maxi-
mization of multicast flow based on predefined spanning
trees in overlay networks with survivability defined as di-
rect overlay link capacity constraints. In this part, we pro-
pose and discuss a general approach to the problem with
relative throughput survivability. In such a case, arc-oriented
or edge-oriented limits are strongly related to total max-
imum flow obtainable in the network. Algorithm 7 de-
scribes an universal procedure of multicast flow assignment
with relative throughput survivability (Multicast Flow Bi-
nary Search—MFBS). Since overlay links usage depends
on achievable flow, we apply a binary search (half-interval
search) to find a maximum feasible throughput that can be
allocated in the overlay system with respect to Ω-based con-
straints. Algorithm MFBS is initialized with the following
values: rbest tracks the best found objective value, rn refers
to current value of the objective, y represents actual directed
arc or edge capacity limit and y changes with respect to
ymax and ymin. The two latter values bound a feasible set
of ys to be examined. In the beginning, y gets a minimum
value of source node upload capacity us or minimum down-
load limit among all receivers dmin in line 4 and ymax is
equal to y. Since then, y represents survivability throughput
limit D∗. Regarding current value of D∗ (y) the survivable
multicast problem is solved in loop 7–21 by using one of
the previously defined algorithm. In line 8, Random Search,
Simulated Annealing, Remaining Flow Selection Strategy
or Hybrid Search determine maximum feasible flow rn sub-
ject to survivability throughput limit D∗ = y. Next, unless
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Algorithm 7 Multicast Flow Binary Search
1: procedure MFBS(V,T ,u, d, s,β,π,Ω)
2: rbest ← 0
3: rn ← 0
4: y ← argmin(us, dmin)
5: ymax ← y
6: ymin ← 0
7: while ymax − ymin > 	 do
8: rn ← Algorithm(...)
9: if rn = 0 then return
10: else
11: if ymin/rn ≤ Ω then
12: ymin ← y
13: if rbest < rn then
14: rbest ← rn
15: end if
16: else
17: ymax ← y
18: end if
19: end if
20: y ← ymin + ymax−ymin2
21: end while
22: end procedure
positive rn is found the algorithm stops working. This as-
sumption is derived from the fact that multicast flow is said
to be generally nondecreasing function of D∗. Note that, an
initial value of y creates the problem equivalent to surviv-
ability unconstrained (limits of D∗ are sufficiently high to
be relaxed). In case achievable actual rn is greater than 0,
an essential condition of the MFBS technique is tested in
line 11. Namely, a relation of y to rn must satisfy Ω con-
straint. If so, the space of possible D∗s is lower bounded by
ymin = y in line 12, and if rbest is updated accordingly to
its relation to rn (line 14). While positive rn does not meet
the condition in line 11, y’s upper bound is set to ymax = y
(line 17). In each iteration y gets its value corresponding to
half-interval steps and the formula in line 20. The MFBS
terminates when the difference ymax − ymin falls below a
given 	 (which is usually a very small value).
7 Results
This section provides comparison of the performance of
fractional spanning trees based model and heuristic algo-
rithms for maximum flow survivable overlay multicast with
survivability constraints. The computational experiments
were carried out on an Intel Core 2 Duo CPU with 2.13 GHz
clock and 4GB RAM, with x64 Windows 7 Professional. All
algorithms were implemented in C++ under MS VS2008.
Optimization tools used for linear-based optimization in-
clude IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio Academic Re-
search Edition 12.3 and its C++ interface (see [18] for the
former version).
We examine an instance of overlay multicast systems
comprising 100 nodes connected to the network by ADSLs.
Source node can upload 1536 kbps, whereas available up-
load limits of access links of other nodes are proportion-
ally distributed among values 512, 1024 and 1536 kbps.
For the sake of simplicity, we assume download capacities
di = dmin = 4096 kbps are the same for all nodes in the
system, thus only upload limits and survivability constraints
may imply bottlenecks in the system. A set of predefined
trees consists of T = 5000 separate multicast spanning trees
generated randomly.
7.1 Survivable flow redistribution (D∗)
First experiments comprise the problem with arc oriented
survivability limit D∗ and to compare the efficiency of
heuristic and metaheuristic searches, optimal benchmarks of
FST formulation were obtained with CPLEX. Table 1 shows
results for maximum flow survivable overlay multicast with
predefined routing trees with arc and edge defined surviv-
abilites, respectively. Column D∗ is expressed in kbps and
represents capacity limits of virtual links between every pair
of overlay nodes and “FST” presents optimal benchmarks.
Columns “result” refer to average achievable objective value
in kbps obtained in 100 independent runs of the searches
and each column “sec.” shows average computational time
in seconds elapsed while one run of every algorithm. Every
“result” is accompanied by its relative gap to FST-based op-
timum (columns “gap”). Moreover, because of random na-
ture of algorithms we list standard deviations (in kbps) for
HS, SA and RS in order to observe their actual efficiency.
In case D∗ limits flows on overlay arcs, relaxing an upper
bound of D∗ impacts on faster convergence of the FST for
which obtaining optimal results requires about 10–40 sec-
onds if D∗ is greater than 20 kbps and linear techniques
might provide results faster than even random draws of solu-
tion. Although, the FST linear formulation has been shown
as a good trade-off between computational time and result
quality in comparison to data rate allocation linear model for
multicast throughput maximization with survivability con-
straints for instances of smaller sizes with 30–40 nodes and
1000–5000 trees (see [24]), for instances with 100 nodes and
5000 trees it is unable to find any feasible solution within
1 hour computation if D∗ is less than 6 kbps. Therefore, if
D∗ is strongly limited, every other algorithm is more effi-
cient than the linear-based FST approach.
The only algorithm without random-based decisions is
Remaining Flow Selection Strategy (RFSS). Table 1 refers
RFSS results with parameter δ set to 0.1. This implies every
tree selected in accordance to its remaining capacity, actual
flow and a number of parent nodes is assigned by 10 % of
maximum flow that can be allocated. The value of δ is tuned
among 0.01–1.0 and with δ = 0.1 the RFSS yields the best





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































14 results. Considering Hybrid Search which is initialized with
RFSS solution, δ also equals to 0.1. For the HS, an addi-
tional parameter ι needs setting and the experimentations
were carried out with ι = 1000, i.e. the algorithm reallo-
cated its current flow and finished after 1000 tries without
improvement of the result. More challenging is to determine
all input parameters of simulated annealing algorithm with
regard to efficient searching in reasonable time or search
space. First of all, if an initial temperature τ is too low, it
might constraints transistions to the neighbour states (so-
lutions), hence local minimum traps might appear. On the
other hand, if τ is to high, the convergence of the algorithm
may get pure random-like behavior. Next, since we use ge-
ometric cooling schedule, where τ decreases in geometric
progression by multiplying the previous value by a fixed
cooling factor α and the SA runs until reaching τmin, the pa-
rameters have an influence on operational time of the meta-
heuristic. Wide experimentations allowed us to choose the
following values of the SA inputs: τ = 100.0, α = 0.65 and
τmin = 0.001. Such parameters guarantee a relative trade-off
between required computational time and the quality of so-
lutions yielded by the SA, where computational time grows
geometrically in relation to the value of α.
Left-hand side of Fig. 2 illustrates results of different ap-
proaches in function of 2 ≤ D∗ ≤ 100 kbps. Hybrid Search
improves its RFSS initial solution by applying a kind of
random local search procedure which reallocates flows of
the solution. By doing so, the HS outperforms RFSS in the
meaning of result quality and provides multicast flows about
100–170 kbps better, decreasing the gap to optimality even
by 20 %. However, it multiplies twice required computa-
tional time in relation to the RFSS. Regarding operational
time, random search yields its results in the fastest way but
such results of random flow assignment fall below 40–50 %
optimal values. Simulated annealing requires almost 2 min-
utes in order to return solutions for survivability constraints
D∗ up to 10 kbps. It indicates there are relatively a lot of
shifts from current solutions to the neighbor ones which
cause more operations. If D∗ is greater than 10 kbps, SA
provides results within time comparable to RFSS. Multicast
routing achievable by SA exceeds both random search and
the RFSS and for D∗ < 18 kbps it differs form HS solution
in about 30 kbps in the whole system. This gap increases
for 18 < D∗ < 62 kbps and reaches even 100 kbps but if
D∗ is more relaxed and gets 70 kbps and more, the results
of SA approach to HS and reaches about 10 % gap to op-
timums, whereas results of HS guarantee the gap at level
of 8.4 % by their average. Standard deviation of the Hy-
brid Search solutions in 100 experiments falls even below
0.1 % of achieved flow, thus it seems to be an algorithm
with quite stable results. Simulated annealing results vari-
ability exceeds 10–20 kbps for greater values of D∗ which
implies about 3–4 % difference in its maximized flow. Even-
tually, 20–30 and 10–40 kbps of standard deviation yielding
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approximately 3–8 % of the multicast survivable flows are
provided by RFSS and RS, respectively.
In addition, we present RFSS with δ = 1, i.e. maximum
possible flow is packed on the selected multicast tree, and
RS with fully utilized trees capacities while every next tree
is drawing to the final solution (“RS max flow”). However,
these curves mark only a kind of lower multicast survivable
throughput thresholds because realizing maximum achiev-
able throughput on each consecutive tree leads to fast ca-
pacity resources exhaustion. Moreover, in such a case even
a cost-derived heuristic RFSS yields approximately random-
like results, hence, even though they return solutions within
10–11 seconds by average, it is not efficient to allocate max-
imum possible throughput on trees, since it leads to sud-
den elimination of both available upload capacities of parent
nodes and available throughput of overlay links and the final
multicast flow is reduced.
Slightly different time relation appears if edge-defined
survivability constraints are applied (lower part of Table 1
and right-hand side diagram in Fig. 2). Since flows on over-
lay arcs also affect their usability in opposite direction, from
a practical point of view the problem is more constrained. It
has an influence on increased computational time required
by a linear approach modeled to the FST formulation. On the
one hand, the FST returns optimal results for D∗ less than
6 kbps (in contrast to arc-oriented constraints), but on the
other hand it needs about 10–40 times more seconds for pro-
viding optimums for greater values of D∗. For these cases,
other algorithms overtake the FST in the meaning of com-
putational time, which is commonly similar to the results for
the problem with arc-oriented survivability definition (com-
putational time insignificantly grows only for RS).
Taking into consideration the effectiveness of survivable
multicast flows yielded by different algorithms, the overall
relation of gap to optimality might be said to remain almost
similar to the arc-oriented version. It only slightly grows for
HS (1 %) and equals to 8–14 %, RFSS (3–4 %) is 15–37 %,
SA (about 4 %) returns 9–30 % results and random search
solution deterioration reaches to 44–51 % in comparison to
40–51 % for arc-constrained survivability. In addition, in
contrary to previous relations, where simulated annealing
exceeds RFSS results through the entire domain, here, start-
ing from D∗ = 34 solutions obtained with the SA overcome
the constructive search of Remaining Flow Selection Strat-
egy with δ parameter set o 0.1.
Since edge-oriented survivability constraints also limits
the size of the solution space which impacts on possible
movements while solving the problem instances, the results
of HS gain more stability for D∗ ≤ 10 kbps but the gap to
optimum increases, e.g. from 9.5 to 13.7 % (for D∗ = 10).
The diversity of fully random based RS and SA is quite sim-
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To conclude, the average effectiveness of presented al-
gorithms, RFSS yields 15–37 % gap to optimum, the Hy-
brid Search improves the RFSS initialized results to about
7–14 % gap to optimum, random algorithm returns only 40–
51 % efficiency of optimally maximized flows and the SA
which is an improvement over pure random search provides
9–30 % gap, depending on the survivability limits in the net-
works. Although linear-based approach modeled as the FST
is still efficient technique, in the meaning of computational
time, if survivability value D∗ is greater than 30 kbps and
applied to one-way direction of overlay links, on the other
hand, heuristics gain more applicability if the survivability
constraints limit both direction of overlay links simultane-
ously.
7.2 Relative survivability Ω
In this part, we illustrate and discuss results of linear FST ap-
proach versus heuristic and metaheuristic searches applied
to Multicast Flow Binary Search technique.
Intuitively, if relative survivability with parameter Ω is
taken into account in the maximum multicast flow problem,
it becomes more and more difficult. First of all, separate tree
flow variables rt are relatively dependent on the total value
of
∑
t rt , and in case of D∗ survivability where overlay links
are virtually capacitated it is possible to guarantee a solution
with non-zero mutlicast throughput routed via only a single
multicast tree, for relative version of survivability it is, how-
ever, beyond the bounds of possibility if Ω is less than 1.
From the practical point of view, there is no reasonable goal
to set Ω = 1 becasue in case 100 % of total alloacted flow
might be realized on every overlay link in the network, it
is directly equivalent to survivability unconstrained version
of the problem. Thereby, we need more trees than one to
allocate positive flows and satisfy relative survivability con-
straints.
In addition, CPLEX solver and the FST formulation en-
countered an out-of-memory error while dealing with V =
100 and T = 5000 instance for the problem with relative Ω
survivability, thus solving large size instances is often in-
effective, computational time required for performing opti-
mization becomes unacceptable or impractical and finding
any feasible solution leads to be often impossible. In such
a case “gap” relation refers to results provided by the best
search method—the Hybrid Search.
In the beginning, it is worth pointing out the growth in
computational times required for performing optimization.
In contrary to survivability constraints applied directly by
limiting overlay links capacities with D∗, the problem with
relative survivability condition needs 10–15 times longer pe-
riod in order to provide a feasible solution. It is derived from
the fact that the MFBS technique designed for this version
of the overlay multicast flow problem multiple times calls
every of the selected algorithm. Table 2 and Fig. 3 show op-
timization results for the problem with relative form of sur-
vivability constraints, where 	 is set to 0.1, i.e. if the range
of values D∗ consecutively applied to the MFBS falls below
0.1 kbps, algorithms stop working. By having such an 	 and
upload capacity limit of the source us equal to 1536 kbps,
the MFBS runs every algorithm at most 15 times. Eventu-
ally, in order to provide consistent comparison, all param-
eters applied to algorithms are the same as in the previous
case.
Results show that, the HS not only returns the best re-
sults but also is the stablest algorithm (among algorithms
with random-based operations) in the meaning of standard
deviation, even though it consumes much more time than the
others. If arc-oriented survivability is taken into considera-
tion (left-hand side of Fig. 3), simulated annealing reaches
to only 2 % gap in relation to HS, while RFSS provide 21–
26 % gap and pure random technique yields its results with
even 50 % gap. An interesting observation can be noticed for
Ω ≥ 16 % from which average allocated flows obtained by
RS strategy with 100 % of tree remaining flow assignment
exceed average results of RS with random flow assignment.
However, even such method of random flow assignment is
far from being a real competitor for other algorithms.
The quality of HS’s results increases for edge-based sur-
vivability conditions (right-hand side of Fig. 3). Here, SA
efficiency drops to about 12 % gap and 20–30 % gap is
obained by RFSS. Random search guarantees almost the
same effectiveness with 50 % gap to the solutions yielded
by hybrid search.
8 Conclusion
This paper presents the problem of survivable multicasting
in overlay networks which are aimed at flow maximization
where flows are realized on predefined multicast routing
trees. The survivability constraints concern on failures of
single virtual (overlay) connections. The main goal of the
survivable multicast routing is to provide limited losses in
case of link failure while overall throughput of the system
is maximized. Three various interpretations of ensuring sur-
vivability in the overlay multicast network are modeled and
discussed. First, disjointed spanning tree constraints limits
the utilization of trees with common overlay arcs or edges.
Second, overlay links are virtually capacitated in order to
balance flows and limit their usage. And finally, relative
survivability factor is introduced. The factor bounds over-
lay arcs or edges traffic in accordance to already achieved
multicast flows. The problem and all survivability versions
are formulated into linear programs which derived from
fractional Steiner trees and employ fractional spanning tree
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packing (FST) with additional linear constraints. All pro-
grams consist of polynomial number of variables and con-
straints as well. Since the dimension of the FST problem
depends on the number of predefined trees and the net-
work size, thus using linear-based approach for larger in-
stances may become even impossible due to limited either
time or computing resources. In order to solve the survivable
multicast routing in overlay systems with virtually capaci-
tated overlay links, we propose various techniques includ-
ing heuristic and metaheuristic searches. To examine ran-
dom behavior of overlays, random search (RS) is designed.
Results provided with the RS may mark a kind of lower
bounds. An improvement over random search is applied to
simulated annealing (SA). This well discussed approach, by
simulating physical process observed in metallurgy, tries to
reallocate some flows in order to enhance pure random re-
sults. Next, a constructive search Remaining Flow Selection
Strategy is proposed. The algorithm considers remaining ca-
pacities of trees and made its flow assignment decision in
accordance to utility comprising actual flows and number of
parent nodes in different trees. This heuristic does not use
random decisions. The last method, hybrid search (HS) im-
proves the RFSS by applying additional local search which
is performed in a random way. The performance of all al-
gorithms is evaluated in relation to optimal results and in
case no optimal results are obtained, to the results of the
HS.
Experimentations show that, the most efficient algorithm,
in the meaning of result quality is hybrid search, however
it requires more computational time than the others. The
relative gap to optimal of the HS results does not exceed
7–14 % which explicitly outperforms SA (9–30 %), RFSS
(15–37 %) and RS (39–51 %).
Concerning relative survivability that constraints the
multicast network much stronger because certain arc flow
affects its requirements on the total throughput in the sys-
tem. For such a survivability problem, the linear approach is
unable to provide any feasible results. In order to use all de-
signed algorithms a general Multicast Flow Binary Search
procedure (MFBS) is proposed. It solves the problem with
survivability constraints applied to overlay links and then
examines relative survivability conditions. In case the con-
ditions are not satisfied, the MFBS changes actual direct
survivability constraints accordingly to half-interval step as
it is performed with binary search. For the overlay multicast
flow problem with relative survivability constraints, random
search technique cannot provide very efficient results and
falls to even 50 % of effectiveness of hybrid search. Slightly
better approach is RFSS, the results of which reach 20–30 %
gap to HS and while HS takes advantage of the RFSS for ini-
tializing its starting solution, it improves the the results by
about 100–200 kbps in the presented overlay system. A rel-
ative competitor of HS is SA, which yields 2 % or 11–12 %
gap to results of the HS (depending on arc or edge applied
survivability limit) but it requires approximately twice less
operational time.
Finally, results indicate that, it is worth applying local
searches that are even based on random behavior in order
to improve result quality and decrease the gap to optimal
upper bounds. Moreover, well-designed heuristics or meta-
heuristics are much more applicable in large scale practical
systems.
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